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F O O L ON THE E I L L

Weaver look-alike considers civility and decorum wretched
L o o p y Liz Ammons, Dean of Arts and Humanities, has
social constructs imposed by the ruling class, but
earned this issue’s coveted title. In her spare
Ms. Alien3shouldn’t allow her pettiness toembartime, “Ammo” is a firebrand peacenik anti-war
rass the university in front of prominent national
protestor and virulent critic of religion and the
intellect. Over the past month, she has sucWe could excuse Sinead’s extracurricular
ceeded in bringing utter shame to the university
antics if she at least did her job correctly. But
and all but destroying any semblance of acawhen it comes to incompetence and profesdemic merit that remains.
sional negligence, “nothing compares” to her.
Loopy gained her position last year in Presispearheads the movement to tear up
dent DiBiaggio’s administrative overhaul. If
Tufts’ own Holy Father and church, Howard
this, the first of Bags’ hires, is any indication,
Hunter, (and) the Religion Department. The
he might as well make future appointments by
Almighty Ammons is prepared to crucify the
study of the divine at Tufts as soon as Hunter
consulting a dartboard or mystic eightball.
The Dean of Density was recently picis exiled to Babylon. Pontius seems to think
that with the ever-growing demands of imtured in The Observer at the anti-Bush rally,
portant disciplines such as World Civ, the Ex
next to an overweight and greying hippy (posCollege, and Womyn’s Studies, there is no room
sibly Jerry Garcia), holding a sign which read
“Peace is More Efficient When We Account for
left on the Hill for the Creator.
Life.” She might be wise to consider the lives of
We had intended to write a more serious
innocent Kuwaitis taken by occupying Iraqi forces,
ut the Secular Seductress, but she won’t
but Angry Ammons’ political shortcomingsare just
iews. She seems to recognize the inadequacy of her ideas. One semi-intelligent thought,
the beginning of her foolishness.
though, Loopy, is not enough to keep you from
Loopy doesn’t seem to find anything wrong
winning this issue’s prize. Hang this award next to
with slandering a former president invited to speak
bytheuniversitythatpayshersalary. PerhapstheSigourney yourbeadcurtain,justtotheleft of Serrano’s “Piss Christ.”

Get Tufts’Voice of Reason for Just $25!
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Commentary
Hail to the Chief
After 83 years of “an American life,” for Ronald Reagan,
illness was all but inevitable. Even virtue and dignity, love,
friendship, and acaringfamily cannot forestall the tragediesof old
age. Time has caught up with the former President; he has
contracted Alzheimer’s disease.
Even the man who could stare down communism and defeat
the evil empire cannot evade life’s inevitable conclusion. Mr.
Reagan’s illness is a sad reminder of the mortality of man. As
Americans, we must face the tragic reality of a future without the
Great Communicator. America’s last great president,aparagon of
virtue and sincerity.
More unfortunate is that the crippling disease will rob Mr.
Reagan of his memories. Over time, the illness will erase from his
mind his triumph in the Cold War, his
seven years of unprecedented peacetime economic growth, and his restoration of American patriotism and
spirit. It will also deny him his proudest moments- the births of his children and his marriage to Nancy, who
will undoubtedly stay faithfully by
his side until his final days, as she has
throughout their 42 years together.
Neither time nor calamity, however, can remove Mr. Reagan from
the American memory. His steadfast
commitment to principle, his loyalty
to his nation and his family, and his
devotionto freedomwill foreverserve
as an example for the American
people. Condolences are not enough
for the former President; he is deserving of tremendous gratitude and
affection.
Mr. and Mrs. Reagan now face
what is undeniably the most difficult
challengelife has presented them thus
far. But history demonstrates that the
Reagans face adversity boldly. and
never shy away from trials or misfortune. In light of Mr. Reagan’s contributions to the national well
being, Americans must now rally to support him in his time of
crisis.
God has been kind to Ronald Reagan, and is surely with him
even today. We are too.

feelings studies and racial panty quotas, scholarships have fallen
victim to the forces of political correctness. While private citizens
have long endowed foundations to grant scholarship to people of
one background or another, the state has started to dole out
taxpayer dollars to students simply because they are black.
When a lawsuit was filed against the state of Maryland’s
policy of basing scholarship awards on race, a federal appellate
court ruled that the University of Maryland had to terminate its
race-consciousprogram and put an end to the policy of allocating
public funds to one race and not another. Race-based scholarships
given by apublic institution of higher learning serveonly todivide
students and degrade the value of academic achievement. Continuation of such a policy would lend credence to the inane notion
that a person’s outward appearance is more important than that
person’s scholastic accomplishments.
According to Richard Samp of the Washington Legal Foundation,thedecision is amuch-needed
step towards the creation of a “colorblind society.” In a society wishing
to rid itself of prejudices, the policy
of considering race in determining
scholarship recipients cannot stand.
Race-based scholarships recognize
only the skin color differencesamong
people and undermine the individualist ideals on which this country
was founded. A state-fundedinstitution dedicated to learning must not
discriminate in this fashion. This
decision against race-based scholarships will help promote healthy academic competition and’will reduce
the trend of predicating advancement on the basis of skin color.

Leftists North of the Border

In a recent move to promote
political correctness on university
campuses across Ontario, provincial
Premier Bob Rae and the New Democratic Party passed legislation that
implements a “zerotolerance” policy
concerning discrimination and harassment. A new government
handbook being distributed to the universities in Ontario lists a
variety of “crimes” that will subject the offending students to
disciplinary action. The handbook outlaws “ignoring” minority
students or students of the opposite sex, “leering” at members of
the opposite sex, and “exposure to cartoons” or other ‘poisonous”
works that could cause “distress”. And while these rules and
U M D Takes One on the Chin
regulations seem to be the crowning achievements of the politiBack when scholarships were just that- grants given to cally correct movement that has spread north, under the new laws,
scholars- students received awards in recognition of superior “policies that appear neutral” are now considered a form of
academic accomplishment. Today, however, as academia moves “systemic harassment/discrimination.”
To deal with the complaints of offended and harassed stuaway from the pursuit of knowledge to the search for good-
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dents, the government has created a panel to assess blame and
determinethe extent and natureof the punishment.An anonymous
member of the Ministry of Education and Training of Ontario,one
of the departments that helped write the handbook, stated that
white males will not be allowed to serve on the panel. And in a
reversal of traditional western ideas about judicial assumption,
offendersbrought before the panel will be considered “guilty until
proven innocent.” In order to make certain that the new rules
transcend all bounds of rationality, the complainantdoes not need
to be the direct target of harassment or discrimination, nor does
she need any witnesses. The accused party, be he a student or
faculty member, will be suspended until the panel reaches a
decision, and should the panel rule in favorof the complainant,the
guilty party will automatically be expelled or fired.
While the complete absurdity of this policy is plain, the extent
of its insanity is not. This “zero-tolerance rule” amounts to
nothing short of an elaborate thought-control system. Any person
who finds another person’s ideas or
actions the least bit offensive is now
empowered to file charges that can
potentially ruin lives. Failure to use
sensitive, “F”’
language will result in
a student or faculty member losing
their eligibility to learn or teach. Unfortunately for our neighbors to the
north, although American universities
(Tufts included) have wandered down
this path to forced political correctness
and unanimity of thought, the government of Ontario now believes that the
best way to prepare a student for the
real world is to take away his right to
speak- or not speak- his mind.

creation of the pork-sewing Departmentof Education to outcomebased education that eliminates competition among students. The
plan to eliminate homework so that children can spend more time
tilling the fields, paralyzes teachers and halts the learning process
at the playground fence.
The idea that America must lower her standards in order to
ensure that all children achieve the same levels of knowledge
supplants the goal of quality with equality. By eliminating a
fundamental tool of learning so that the playing field might be
leveled, Redmond sacrifices excellence through competition for
equality in mediocrity.

GOP Winners Turn Losers

While the Republican Party’s amazing recovery from its
widely reported “near death experience” of 1992 has been phenomenal, two symbols of that return to greatnessjumped shipjust
in time for the mid-term elections. In
New York, dark horse Republican
Mayor Giuliani publicly supported
the re-election of Democratic GovernorMarioCuomo, resultingin alarge
increase in the governor’s approval
rating. Days later, the City of Angels’
first Republican Mayor in three decades endorsed Senator Dianne
Feinstein in her race against freshman
Congressman Michael
Huffington.
In both instances, the mayors
turned their backs on their own party,
claiming that the incumbents served
their cities best by being most able to
bring home pork. While in the short
Trouble in Paradise
run it may appear beneficial for New
York and Los Angeles to have friends
A school board member in the
in high places, the notion that these
coastal resort of Half Moon Bay, Caliweathered insiders can do more for
depressed urban areas is absurd.
fornia proposed that because homeAt the heart of the matter is
work intensifies the problem of sociobelief in the faulty economic policies
economic class disparity, it should be
of President Clinton that profess the
abolished. But before the board memability of a nation to tax its way back to prosperity. Giuliani and
dents alike forced the board to drop the preposterousproposal. The Riordan apparently believe that their allies in the State House and
Cabrillo School District board member, Garret Redmond, at- US Senate, respectively, can raise taxes then return the bulk of
tempted to justify his absurd recommendation by arguing that those funds to the cities in the form of funds for midnight
children of more affluent backgrounds have access to amenities basketball and HUD grants. What they fail to recognize is the
which facilitate the process of completing outside assignments. fallacy of a big government approach. It was the disastrous social
Children of farmers and blue-color workers are less fortunate, he spending programs of the 1970s that led to the explosive growth
added, and are forced to share crowded living space and do of the welfare rolls and the urban decay so evident in New York
household chores, thus detracting from their ability to compete and Washington. The aging do-gooders are hold-overs from a
time when everybody believed in government’s ability to create
against wealthier children.
Garret Redmond and his followers have takenlkralism in wealth. The mayors’ support of these government relics is an
education to new lows. American schools have been traveling affront to advancement of the conservative principles and ideas
down the road to academic depravity for decades, from the which they espoused during their campaigns.
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Fortnight in Review
Comedy is allied to Justice.
--Aristophanes

I[a A group of Islamic malcontents has called Yasser Arafat a
traitor and expelled the connoisseur of bathroom fashion from a
fellow Arab’s recent funeral. They wouldn’t let poor Yasser, play
in any terrorist games.

I[aHere’s the latest from Jurassic Park: scientists have reported
that it was not freezing weather that caused the extinction of
dinosaurs. Of course, everyone knows that dinos were done in by
capitalism, racism, and homophobia.

I[aMulti-billionaire Donald Trump had to remove silver screen

bad boy Mickey Rourke from The Plaza hotel last week because
Rourke trashed his $5,000-a-night suite. Looks like Mickey still
can’t get over the fact that his acting career was over before it
began.

I[aTop Ten Ways to Spice Up a Slow Evening at the E-House:
10. Slip a barbituate into
Moondoggie’s V8
9. See if the toilet still flushes
after all these years of non-use
8. Go for a roll in the compost
heap
7. Sprinkle some algae on your
barley meal
6. Watch the AI Gore videotapes at high speed
5. Think of all the funny words
you can make out of “CFC“
4. Tell Bambi that her Tofuburger is really a milk-fed veal
patty, andthenwatch herwretch
bean curd all over the house
3. Run around screaming “The
Sky is Falling, the Sky is Falling”
2. Read from the selected works of Chief Coon-Come
1. Spike the trees slated to be destroyed for the library expansion

Newlyweds Lee and Suzanne Croke of Middleboro,
Massachussetts, decided to wear black at their wedding ceremony. The bride was adorned in blackstockings, orangewarmups,
a hat, veil, and cape. The groom wore a black cape, sweater, and
pants. The event doubled as a fashion show for the International
Club.

I[aAccordingto the White House, First Lady Hillary Clinton has

been ousted as health-care guru. The failure of health care legislation in the 103rd Congress may be partially attributed to her
unwillingness to compromise, and poor public image. Republicans are hoping that Hillary’s next job will be to manage Bill’s reelection campaign.

I[a Rumor has it that Captain Kirk will meet his maker in the
upcoming film “Star Trek Generations.” Film Series is already in
mourning.

Paula Jones, the young lady suing Loverboy Bill for sexual
harassment, has asked a federaljudge for permission to submit an
affidavit describing the
President’s family jewels. According to Jones, Slick Willie
has distinguishing characteristics. Funny, Gennifer Flowers said the same thing.

I[a Former

Massachusetts
Governor Michael Dukakis
turned 61 on Nov. 3rd. Kitty
and Michael celebrated the
event with a candle-lit meal
and a vintage bottle of rubbing
alcohol.

New York Congressman
Charles Rangel turned some
heads when he said that politicians who push for tax cuts and the
death penalty are using code words for racism. “It’s not ‘spic’ and
‘nigger’ anymore. They say ‘Let’s cut taxes ...’ You don’t have to
be a social scientist to understand that if you’re going to reduce
taxes, it’s going to impact on the poor and the poor happen to be
I[aFrancisco Duran, the man who whipped out a semi-automatic blacks
and other minorities,” said Rangel. Rangel just may have
rifle two Saturdays ago and opened fire on the White House, has a point. After all, ‘Congressman’ is just a code word for lying
at least one supporter. According to his mother Celia Duran, “I bastard.
don’t know why he did it. He was nice with everybody.” Apparently Francisco was not an FOB. Well, we know what Bill was
Three teenage Roxbury girls were in court last week, defendcalling him.
ing themselves against charges that they stole their grandmother’s
$26,500 in life savings and went to Disneyworld. No one knows
I[a Boston College has obtained its third major collection of what
has become of the money, but Huey has been spotted with a
papers from the highly-regarded novelist and author of “Waiting big grin on his face, Dewey has been in bed all week, and Louie
for Godot,” Samuel Beckett. Have no fear, Jumbos! Tufts has is now sportin’ a brand new Rolex.
found Toni Morrison’s 8th grade English journal.
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In her new autobiography, country music sensation ~
~ their
l own
l cause
~ on election day. Co-sponsoring a shuttle bus to the
polls,
they
made
sure that every Kennedy-loving Jumbo moron
Parton discusses the details of her breast-implant surgery. Ms. 9
could
cast
his
vote.
to 5 is also Ms. 32A to 40DDD.
Top Ten “Religious Studies” (the successor to the soon-tobe-defunct religion department) Courses:
10. Cain and Abel: Birth of a Nation
9. Jesus and Peter: A Love Story
8. Eve and the Apple and other misogynist myths
7. Uses for Howard Hunter
6. Mary: Society’s gain and Planned Parenthood’s loss
5. 101 things to do with a picture of the Pope
4. Candle lighting techniques for Kwaanza
3. “Come into the confessional, Joey” The history of priests in
America
2. The Easter Bunny, God, the Tooth Fairy, and Santa Claus
1. Yid Lit

rn

Sony health
nuts- a fouryear study conducted by Yale
University revealed
that
people 70 years
old and up do not
have to worry
about their cholesterol. Try new
super-adhesive
butter-flavored‘
Poly grip.

rn

The MTV network recently banned a video whose primary
message is sexual abstinence. The video, from a single by‘Matthew Sweet, features a teenage couple at a drive-in. The girl whips
out acondom and says, “It’ll be safe,” at which point Sweet comes
out singing, “Ain’t no safe way.” While the network denies
rejecting the video based on its content, it has not offered an
alternate explanation. Maybe it’s got someting to do with the
corporate initials: Must Trash Virgins.
This past week, The Boston Herald conducted a mock
election among the K-12 students in the state. While Kennedy
easily won, gubernatorial hopeful Mark Roosevelt lost badly.
“Roosevelt wants to make the school days longer,” said one tenyear old in response to one of Roosevelt’s statements on education. “He hasn’t talked to us to see if we want the days longer.” At
least Roosevelt and
the elementary students haveone thing
in common- his
voice
hasn’t
changed yet either.

America’s TwomParty System:

Ladies, a
new source of income! Paula
Coughlin, of
Tailhook fame,
received a judgment in excess of $1.7 million for her “ordeal.” Let’s see, that’s
$210’ooo a grope*Given the laws Of
and demand’ this
appear to be definite evidence that more
are needed
in the armed forces.
Crossing party lines seems to have become a habit among
Republican mayors. Rudy Gidiani of New york and Richard
Riordan of Los Angeles have both endorsed Democratic candidates for higher office in their respective states. Ears for Peers has
reported hundreds of distraught calls from members of Tufts’
Young Republicans all week.
Speaking of the hacks, the microbushes were a detriment to

...Many of the

students
also
thought that he died
in ’45 and his wife
was a lesbian. So
what do they know
anyway?

...For that matter, they thought
Teddy died in ’63
and that he used to
boink Marilyn.
Push came to shove last week when campaign workers for
competing DA candidates met in a street brawl. Joseph Glynn, 19,
called police after he had been punched in the face by an investigator from the DA’s office working for the Martin campaign.
Hmmm, do you think the state will be pressing charges?
m T o l e d o Mayor Carty Finkbeiner, has suggested selling houses
nearthe To~edo~xpress
Airport to the hearing impaired. City staff
members have complained that the proposal is insensitive. well,
what they can,t hear...
What’s on the Corn Mother’s mind these days?
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Nobel Theories
Benn Lieberman
ing to Harvard Business School professor
J o h n C. Nash, of Princeton University, Adam Bradenburger, “[game theory] has
John C. Harsanyi, of the University of Cali- moved us from a zero sum view ofthe world
fornia, Berkeley, and Reinhard Selten, of to a positive sum view of the world. One of
the University of Bonn, will share the 26th the boldest things [about game theory] was
annual Nobel Prize in Economic Science. the new view of the marketplace. It’s all
The professors will receive their award for about creating
- value.”
research conGame
ducted
on
1 theory,
‘‘ g a m e
Game theory is a clear rejection of the flying -in
theory,”an inface of
leftist notion of a zero-sum economy, the
the
7eronovative ao--- - - .proach to ~ h - which claims that wealth can neither sum notion, has
derstanding
be created nor destroyed.
profound
economic decision-makA Implicaing. The fact that the researchers of game tions. The marketplace has often been
theory were rewarded with the Nobel Prize viewed as being composed of “haves” and
demonstrates a widespread acceptance of “have-nots.” The typical attack on the
capitalismand arepudiation of the ideologi- Reaganomics of the 1980s is that “the rich
cal underpinningsof radical leftist economic got richer while the poor got poorer.” As the
policies.
destruction of zero-sum by game theory
Nash, Harsanyi, and Selten refined the shows, nothing could be further from the
theory developed in the 1930s and 1940s by
John- Von Neumann and Oskar
Morgenstern. The Nobel recipients
theorized that specific economic actors behave in such a way as to emulate the behavior of players in a game.
According to game theory, individuals, acting in the economic self-interest inherent in competitive markets,
strive to predict the outcome of a
particular economic arrangement.
Thus, the theory purports that the free
market operates in much the same
way that competitive games such as
poker do; it induces participants to
attemptto understand the motivations
of the other “p1ayers”inorderto “win.”
Game theory is a clear rejection
of the leftist notion of a zero-sum
economy, which claims that wealth can truth. Whilevariousindividualsdid achieve
neither be created nor destroyed. Instead, it astronomicalwealth duringthe decade,others were not precluded from also attaining
may only be transferred.
This is one of the central premises for the monetary gains.
Before game theory, the zero-sum ecoestablishment of the socialist state. Since
leftists believe that a vast majority of wealth nomic myth had allowed revisionist historiwill be concentrated in the hands of a select ans to describe the 1980s as the “decade of
few, a proletariatrevolt will ensue,resulting greed,” and a time during which there was a
in an equal distribution of wealth.
“shrinkingmiddle class.” Unfortunately,for
Game theory exposes zero-sum eco- liberal doomsayers, they no longer have the
nomics as an egregious falsehood. Accord- zero-sum crutch to support their shaky ar-

-

b

II
I
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guments for redistributing wealth. Game
theory became generally accepted soon after its introduction, as is evidenced by the
awarding of the Nobel Prize to its authors.
Since that time, economistshavedismissed
the aforementioned assertions of the 1980s.
This shift in thinking about the marketplace has allowed for improved prediction
rates for those involved in- auctions, bidding, and corporate negotiations. An aid of
this magnitude, in such highly competitive
situations, has proven to be a great asset.
The theory provides such high predicting
power that the United States government
has used it, with remarkable success, to
forecast the results of various auctions including Treasury bills, offshore oil leases,
and paging services.
It is easy to recognize the importanceof
game theory in terms of its everyday applications. The theory is equally, if not more,
significant in the view it creates of world
economics. Other theories have tried to predict the marketplace; some accepted zerosum, some rejected it. Game
Theory,on the other hand,has been
extremely successful in its endeavor to predict economic outcomes. This success has logically
led to an acceptance of the tenets
upon which it is based, resulting in
the refutation of the zero-summyth.
Liberal economists have,
for centuries, cried foul when the
upper classes of society made financial gains. They have claimed
that these gains can be directly
attributed to the exploitation and
oppression of others (i.e. the working classand middleclass).Messrs.
Neumann, Morgenstern, Nash,
Harsanyi, and Selten have illustrated the
folly of this notion once and for all, with the
developmentand successof the gametheory.
As the theory shows, the free market is not
based on a finite amount of wealth. In the
words of Professor Bradenburger, “It’s all
about creating value.”
Mr. L i e b e m is a junior majoring in Biology.
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The Piously Healthy Guide to Politically Correct
Nutritious Dining in the 1990s

T

here was a time when one chose hisher diet by
taste, price,ornutritional value. Today, though,
one must remember that what you eat is also a
political statement: it shows what you think about
Mother Earth and Coroporate America. It also is a
matter of fashion. Eat chicken wings or spare ribs?
Might as well wear a swastika on your sleeve. To fit
in, eat what we say is good for you. Laminate this
guide to your recycling mug, so you'll be able to
refer to it when you go to the Rez for a snack.

Cornmother's Special
These goodies sure are delish, and even pretty chic, you
can find them at any good Bread & Circus. But they bear
such aclose resemblance to incorrectcuisine, that you'd
be wise not to eat them too frequently. Includes

Meat Substitutes
1-2 sewings daily
Like it or not, everyone needs some pro-

1-2 servings daily

tein, and sometimes tofu isn't enough. If
we're going to be carnivores,however,
we can at least do it low on the food
chain, Includesseamonkeys,locusts,
and crickets.

dren, can be used in a non-exploitativemanner to produce dairy products. Enjoy these
treats, but be sure to thank their provider.
Includes frozen yogurt, freshly suckled
goat milk, cheez whiz, and fetacheese.

,

Luscious Legumes

2-3 servings daily
They're crunchy, they're
indigenuous, and they foster a relationship with th

Regularity Enhacers
2-4 servings daily
Every health freak is sometimes

.... .

planet. Includes sodiumfree sunflower seeds
and bamboo shoots.

'

*

.'-.

e

.

.. . .

* . . . . *

iK*

Scooby Snack Group
6-1I Servings Daily
Includes all the yummie goodies that are part and parcel of a happy, healthy, globally-conscious diet. Includes Tender Vittles and
Bat Guano. Mm-Mmm Good!
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Remember when a healthy breakfast consisted of bacon and eggs washed down with coffee? Not in this enlightened age t
the dinner of champions, but now chowing down on prime rib will land you a visit to the cardiologist. Even whole milk,
cerned advocate of public health, THEPRIMARY
SOURCE
presents a list of the latest threats to our collective kidneys, liver
like death, and your days of sitting under an umbrella on a sun-soaked beach, while breathing through an air filter will

n
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nutrition consciousness. Steak was once
'ley now tell us, can be lethal. As a conand small intestines. Avoid these victuals
e long and happy.
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8
8

8
8
8
8
8

8

8
8

You were born a daughter
You became a sister
You wanted to wear a bra
8
Yon wanted to burn a bra
8 You wanted to be smart
You wanted to kick chauvinist male butt
8
You wanted to be a Wellesley Womyn
You wanted to be first in your class
You wanted to be an ambulance
8
8
chaser
8
You wanted to be a significant
m
8
other
8
, You wanted to be significant to
yourself
You wanted a baby (sorry,
8
she was hit by the ugly bus)
8
8
You wanted a man to die for
8
yourlove
Yon wanted to be First Lady
You wanted to be President
8 You wanted to kick the crap out of
8
8
Gennif er
8
Yon wanted to be health care commando
8
You wanted to be liked
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S H E ' S FIERCE.
'SHE'S F E M I N I S T ,
S H E ' S F I R S T LADY,!AND SHE'S IN YOUR FACE
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Costs of Living
Chris Weinkopf
Confessing a pro-life position today is the
political equivalent of defending segregation or calling for the end of women’s suffrage. Feminist activists have succeeded in
convincing the American public that to be
anti-abortion is to be anti-woman. Women
who value the sanctity of human life are
sell-outs;men concerned with the fate of the
unborn child are misogynists.
Likewise, the politician who is morally
opposed to capital punishment is labeled
“weak on crime.” The death penalty has
overwhelmingpublic support, and as crime
and violence escalate, so does its popularity. Conventional wisdom says the only
way to stop a criminal is with 10,OOO volts
to the cranium, and that vindictiveness and
vengeance need to be the law of the land.
Massachusetts Governor Bill Weld, a
Republican,advocateslegalized abortion up until the moment of gestation;
he also champions the execution of
criminals. So does President Clinton,
a Democrat. The GOP was once the
mainstay of the American pro-life
movement. No longer. Seventy-one
percent of Republicans now endorse
state-sanctionedabortion,and the party
will likely adopt a pro-choice plank in
its platform by the 1996 election.
And as Democrats once ardently
resisted the institution of capital punishment, the tide is turning. “New”
Democrats, such as Clinton, Vice
President Gore, and California Senator Diane Feinstein, all defend the
death penalty. ,
The pro-choice and pro-execution positions are fundamentally similar. Advocates of both willingly risk
the destruction of innocent human life
in pursuit of political ends. Both demonstrate a collectivist mentality that
places little value on the individual.
Abortion and the death penalty
are often cited as the cures to two of
America’s greatest ills: illegitimate
births and violent crime. These dilemmas, however, are rooted in a lack of
concern for individual responsibility,a deflated notion of human worth, and an utter
disregard for civic decency. Consequently,

ontologists, however, have been able to
answer conclusively thequestion as to when
life begins.
The Supreme Court ruling in Roe v.
Wade, defines the formative
stages of life according to the
trimestersof pregnancy.But this
division is arbitrarily defined
be determined haphazardly Or
by the adoptionofa convenient
inexactly, as the potential liabilities
numerical order- not any substantial
medical analysis.
are too great.
More importantly, emI
bryos donotdevelopuniformly.
lack of virtue which underlies its ethical At 90 days, some fetuses bear a stronger
resemblance to a fully-formed infant than
morass.
others.Abortion legislationfoundedon fixed
dates is inadequate because it does not proLife in the Balance
The abortion debate is unfortunately tect everyone equally. Life and death legisdominated by extremists on both sides who lation cannot be determined haphazardly or
claim a monopoly on truth. Opponents of inexactly, as the potential liabilities are too
great.
Others urge that life be defined by
viability, and that abortion be legal
only as long as the fetus is incapableof
survivingindependentlyof its mother.
This logic, however, is also flawed.
As technology progresses, the date of
viability will come closer to the moment of conception. Few pro-choice
advocates, despite their nominal endorsement of the “viability” rule,
would in the event that the date of
viability were moved sufficientlyclose
to conception, be willing to illegalize
abortion entirely. Moreover, the fundamental definition of life should be
absolute, and not subject to constant
revision each time another scientist
makes a new discovery.
The unavoidablerealityoftheabortion debate is that the exact moment of
life’s commencement is indeterminable. Society is thus left with two
options: ban abortion completely, and
risk sacrificing individual liberties
when life is not truly at stake, or legalize the practice, and chance the loss of
innocent life.
The dilemma is troubling, as
Americans value individual freedom
legalized abortion insist that life begins at
Continued on next page.
conception,whileadvocatesadamantlydeny
the viability of afetus. Neither scientists nor

it is unwise to embrace reactive measures
predicated on the same values. Society’s
rush to kill is not indicative of an angry
populace seeking solutions, but of the very

I
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Before government can protect the
rights of Americans to make their
own decisions, it must first guarantee their right to live. Vigilance in
the protection of life is the hallmark
of acivilized societyand must come
at any cost, including the potential

Civilization requires public
constraint, not human sacrifice,
to
order.

sical disregard for the falsely accused. It
contends
that retribution and retaliation
Death at a Switch
Capital punishment also pits political against society’s dregs warrant the inadinterests against protection of the innocent. vertent destruction of its innocents at the
The appeal of retribution,especiallyin cases hands of the state. A criminal justice system
of perverse and wicked crimes, is strong. can operatejust as effectively without capiBut no legal system is infallible;all verdicts tal punishment. Civilization requires public
carry the risk of assessingfalse guilt. Unfair constraint,not human sacrifice,to maintain
sentences are, of course, the unfortunate order.
price of domestic security, but it is incumbent upon society to minimize the incidents Justifying the Means?
Perhaps the most perverse and disinand damages of false accusations.
Unlike alifetime prison sentence,death genuous rationalization of capital punishis irrevocable. The individualwrongly con- ment and legalized abortion is concern for
victed of a capital crime has
no recourse, his life is the
cost of others’ errors.
Those who promote
capital punishment offernumerous rationalizations for
their viewpoint. They argue
that the death penalty deters
crime and taxpayers should
not be obligated to pay to
house and feed murderers
for upwards of 50 years.
Neither argument is valid,
however, given the lengthy
legal process involved in
passing a death sentence.
Executions, on average, cost
the state far more than life
imprisonment, and given
that death sentences are
passed so infrequently,they are not likely to the “quality of life” of prisoners and babies
deter a rogue bent on mayhem and destruc- who might be born into unfortunate circumtion. Critics contend that the current exten- stances. Certainly one who advocates exsive litigation should be eliminated, but if ecutions is not too worried about the happithe state is going to kill, it should take every ness of convicted murderers. The notion
possible measure to choose its victims cor- that the baby born into poverty, or with
mental or physical handicaps, deserves to
rectly.
Admittedly, many criminals given “life” die, is conspicuously eugenic.
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inmates from a life of tedium, motivates
the death penalty’s supporters.
Because life’s definition is uncertain, and because all legal systems are
bound to make falsejudgments, abortion
and capital punishment put innocent lives
at risk. This casual approach to life sug-

-

I

be imagined, individualsshould be stripped
of their most fundamental rights and freedoms. Banning abortion admittedlyjeopardizes some degree of personal liberty, but
humanitarianism dictates that life be preserved at any expense.
Collectivist reasoning can be extrapolated to excuse any treacherous act. In the
name of public interest, for example, the
Chinese government currently forces some
women to terminate their pregnancies. Because Chinese society deems women inferior to men, many couples abort female
embryos. Lenin, Stalin, and Hitler all advocated the execution
of political opponents in the name of
“public good.”
Behind each
criminal act and illegitimatebirth lies
an under-appreciation for individual
worth and the rights
of man. The negligent father who
abandons his child
and its mother, like
the drive-by murderer, feels neither
respect nor concern
for the lives of the
people whom he
harms. Society will
never, by employing equally callous public
policy, remedy these social ills. That the
“pro-choice,” and execution movements
have gained such momentum demonstrates
how entrenched such attitudeshavebecome.
Mr. Weinkopf is a senior majoring in Classics
and Political Science.

The Problem With Government
Colin Delaney

will help set the country back on "the
right track." If, at a given time, society
does not have any problems, the state
always seemsto be able to create one so
that it might fix it. Unfortunately, this is
precisely the case of the federal takeover of education. Naturally, govern-

-Today many state-operatedschools
are cesspools Of
and
breeding glvundsforthuggel"y.flhe
daysofthe 1950~'blissfulignorance
are long over.

dowment for the Humanities Lynne
Cheney granted $1.4 million to a
research group at UCLA todevelop a
national standard for excellence in
the study of American and world
history.
Unfortunately, the attempt to im-
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tory is indefensible. Of the thirty-one standards for American history, the first begins
with recognition of the “grandeur of Mansa
what they saw as omissionsor distortions.” Musa’s court, and the social customs and
One council member, Ms. Cheney wrote, wealth of the kingdom of Mali.” In contrast,
asserted that “those who were ‘pursuingthe when the subject of the industrialgiantsthat
created vast sums of American wealth is
revisionist
agenda’ no
discussed,students are told
longer bothThenewNatidStandardsforHistory to
likes
ered to con-

Continuedfromprevious page.
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ceal their
n~ectthatwhichis~tabouttheus o f John D.
‘great hawed
while placing parti& emphasis on Rockefeller
on trial for
for traditional
the IUtiOn’S few shortcomings.
histow’ [after
“know i ng 1y
the 1992elecI and willfully
participate[ing]in unethicaland amoralbusition].”
As anti-American forces were hard at ness practices designed to undermine the
work at suppressing the great events of Us traditions of fair and open competition for
History, the American Historical Associa- personal and private aggrandizement in dition fought bitterly against the glorification rect violation of the common welfare.”
of western society in the National Standards
The Standardsgrant undueemphasisto
for World History. According to Ms. people who are irrelevant to the American
Cheney, when faced with opposition from experience and gloss over those individuals
other council members, ‘.the AHA threat- who contributed most to the building of the
ened to boycott the proceedings if Western United States. GeorgeWashingtonisbarely
Civilization was given any emphasis.” AI- covered, and is never refered to as the first
though many academicians on the council president. The great debates between
opposed the denigration of the West’s con- Webster and Clay are never mentioned, as
Wibution to the world, they were over- Clay is noted only once and Webster not at
whelmed by the preponderance of all. Robert E. Lee, Alexander Graham Bell,
multiculturalist politically correct liars.
Thomas Edison, and Albert Einstein are
never discussed, while Harriet Tubman is
refered to six times and the Seneca Falls
Constitution, Shmonstitution!
As
if
evidence
of
government’s inability to realistically deal with any problem presented to it is not in abundance,
the latest report of the history task
force is proof positive. Excerpts
from the complete National Standards of History which were released ahead of the full document
are nothing short of disturbing.
Judging from the frequency of inclusion in materials, the new curriculum suggests that the Ku Klux
Klan is more relevant to the formation and development of
AmericathanJ.P. Morgan and U.S.
Grant. That Revere, Washington,
Hancock, and the like have aplace
in the history books is undeniable
to all but thefew charged with writing them. Declaration of Sentiments [on women’s
The new National Standards for His- rights] rakes in a total of nine citations. To
tory neglect that which is great about the the authors of the Standards, the first meetUnited States while placing particular em- ing of the U.S. Congress is not important,
phasis on the nation’s few shortcomings. but the creation of N.O.W. and The Sierra
The Standards’ blatant politicizing of his- Club are considered great events.
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A Real Solution
Given the serious charge of restructuring American education and turning it
around, the authors of the report needlessly
allowed themselves to become embroiled in
the politically correct movement and neglect that which is important. The obvious
fallacy of the National Standards for History aside, the government’s current mistake is dealing with the effects of the problem, not its cause. The problem with education today is that too many students are
doing too poorly when compared to students in other countries and even when
compared to their parents. The cause of the
failure of the system to produce ever more
educated studentsis in part the deterioration
of morality. The effect is the empirical evidence of the slippagein the form of decreasing average standardized test scores.
Before the federal government got too
involved in the education of America’s
youth, schools were run by local school
boards and parenuteacher associations. Instructorstaught their studentsthe difference
between right and wrong and the need to
repspect others. With the growth of liberalism and the federal government’s interference in schooling came the association of
the traditional American values of respect
and decency with the church. Liberals sued
school districts in order to separate these
“church-oriented” values from the schools
the federal government was funding. As a
consequence, public schools were forced to,
rid themselves of morality, thus giving &
facto support to amorality.
The effects of raising a full generation
of amoral children are all around us. Wanton violence, disregard for human life, and
a lack of commop decency have come full
circle, returning to the schools and making
the worst among them killing grounds. The
deterioration of the learning environment
further resulted in falling test scores and
sagging student productivity.
The solution is certainly not to develop
more government programs to deal with the
effects of a deteriorating society, but to
change the nature of the system altogether.
Only when educational choice is returned to
the family will the worst schools be eliminated and the best be allowed to educate our
young people.

\\\

Mr. Deluney is u sophomore majoring in
Political Science.
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The G.O.P. ’hrncoat
Buddie Jo DiFonzo
A f t e r 32 years of decline under the leadership of Senator Kennedy, the citizens of
Massachusetts have finally indicated that
they are interested in an alternative approach to government. Statistics indicate
that the largest voting contingent now consists of those who (re-) registered
“unenrolled,”representing a departure from
the state’s overwhelmingly liberal tradition.
Thus, when Republican Mitt Romney
announced his bid for the Massachusetts
senatorial nomination, the Commonwealth
originally appeared to have a viable alternative. In contrast to Kennedy’s record of
personal and legislative failure, Romney
has a history of moral fortitude and achievement. Romney’scampaign slogan was “The
change we need.”However,when onecompares theincumbent’s stanceon positions to
Romney’s, it is evident that Romney may
not have been much of a “change,” at all.
In fact, by the time this article is released, Romney will more than likely have
lost hiselection bid. Romney, in adesperate
attempt to seduce Massachusetts
voters, made the mistake of casting
asidethe conservativeprinciples that
he espoused earlier in the campaign
in place of Kennedy-style liberal
politics.

Mitt, out in Left Field
The voters of Massachusettshad
a surprisinglytivial decision to make
on Tuesday. On one side stood a
candidate who supports leftist measures such as reverse discrimination
and gay rights, abortion on demand,
and increasing welfare to illegal immigrants.
On the other side. . . Ted
Kennedy.
Throughout the two debates, it
became apparentthat Romney agreed
with his opponent more often than he disagreed with him. The self-avowed conservative endorsedliberalism,supposedlymore
typical of the Senator, in response to many
issues. In some cases it was obvious. In
others, it was more subtle.

c

I

forced to preferentially hire
in order to avoid being targeted by radical advocacy
groups. Additionally, it
would proPogate the belief
that women and minorities
are incapableof succeeding
on their individual merits.
Romney also diverged
from his party on the issue of illegal immigration. In the first debate, he stated opposition to California’s Proposition 187, the
measure that proposes to eliminate welfare
and public educationfor illegal immigrants.
Senator Kennedy was expected to represent
voters who favor high taxes to fund government social programs. Romney, the supposed conservativecandidate,was expected
to support the elimination of wasetful and
counter-productivesocial programs.
The list of bombshells that Romney
dropped at the debates continues.
He also voiced his support for an
increase in the federal minimum
wage, the Family LeaveBill, and the
continuationof such entitlementsas
Medicare. Such legislativemeasures
have historically perpetuated government expansion and stifled private sector economic growth. It is
unconscionable for Romney, an experienced businessman and supposed advocateof free enterprise,to
support the type of program that
hinders Americanjob growth. Romney advocatesapolicy in which businesses are given tax incentives for
offering welfare recipients first priority in the hiring process. This type
of “welfareaffirmativeaction” punishes those who have worked hard
all their lives in the private sector and rewards those who have lived off the government dole. Romeny’s proposal discourages

[Romney] also voiced his support
for an increase in the federal
minimum wage, the Family Leave
Bill, and the continuation of such
entitlements as Medicare.

required to report in their annual 10K the
number of minorities and women by income group within the company so we can
identify where the glass ceiling is and break
through.” Romney went on to imply that
this plan has nothing to do with quotas; it is
merely in keeping with the free-market
economy. According to Romney, the “minority list” would not compel businesses to
employ a designated number of minority
employees. It would simply be an additional, visible aspect of the “package” that

I

4

the the consumer may choose to take into
account when considering a purchase.
Romney’s tricky wording makes it seem
that his plan is conservative; it is, however,
defacto affirmativeaction.WereRomney’s
plan to be implemented, the increased vis-

Please see ccTumcoat,”continued
on page 22.
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TV Guide
Steve Seltzer
during children’s programs, especially carT h e Silly PliticallY correct &mands that toons. “The cumulativeeffect of these numemanate from Walnut Hill are COnsistent bers is staggering. Because children spend
With Tufts’ penchant for embracing the te- approximately 25 [hours] per week watchnets of liberalism. The university’s love for ingtelevision,they may seemorethan12,000
the left typifies the intellectual md Social violent acts per year,” says William Dietz.
climate at most undergraduate institutions- an associate professor of pediatrics at Tufts.
While political posturing may
be the norm at theundergraduate level, one would not exIt appears that as far as ”bfts is
pect to find such activity at the
professional level. It appears concerned, even the upper echelons
that as far as Tufts is conof education are susceptible to liberal
cerned, even the upper echpolitics.
elons of education are susceptible to liberal politics. Tufts
Medical School,a highly reputable establishment, has conducted a study
Although the report may be accurate in
laced with inane leftist dogma.
citing the number of violent incidents on
Pediatricians from the School of Medi- television, a causal relationship between
cine and the New England Medical Center television and violence should not be prehave issued a report that claims a causal sumed. All human beings should be able to
relationshipbetween television viewingand understand
violent behavior. The findings of such a basic codesof
study are debatable; statistics have been morality and
offered both sustaining and decrying the civility, denotion of a direct correlation between tele- spite the navision violence and actual violence. The ture of thevalmore disturbing element of the survey is ues depicted
that the pediatricians make a host of recom- on the “idiot
mendations to parents as to how to ensure box”. Parents
that their children view non-violent pro- have the regramming. Instead of suggesting that par- sponsibility
ents simply use their common sense and of instilling
good judgment, the report enumerates a proper attiseries of preposterous actions that would tudes and outbring governmentregulation to new heights. looks in their
children.Any
A Tough Crowd
failure to
The study cites various statistics that abide by appurport to demonstrateacausal relationship p r o p r i a t e
between television and violence. “All the standards of humanity is more reflective of
studies on children and TV violence con- a failure on the part of the family than it is
ducted over the last 30 years point to the television. Criminals, more than anything
same finding- that viewing television vio- else, are products of their environment. If
lence is directly linked to children using parents satisfactorilyprovidetheir offspring
violencethemselves,” accordingto Dr.Rob- with adequate values, then these children
ert Sege, an assistantprofessor of pediatrics are likely to lead upstanding, moral lives.
I
at Tufts.
Sege and his colleaguesreport that acts T h e Road to Utopia
intended to injure or harm others appears
Tufts Medical School may place exeight to twelve times and hour on prime cessive blame on televisionfor encouraging
time television and twenty times an hour violence, but it does recognizethe profound

impact that parents have on their children.
In the report, the pediatricians rightfully
suggest that parents should have a strong
role in determining the television programs
that their children watch. Direct parental
involvement certainly is the most effective
manner of ensuring that children are not
subjected to television programs that are
inappropriate. After all, who better than
parents to monitor the behavior of their
children?
The study urged parents to limit
children’s television viewing time to two
hours a day or less, monitor the shows that
they watch, and avoid having television
sets in children’sbedrooms and other rooms
where it is difficult for parents to know
what is being watched. They also recommend a blocking device, such as a lock that
fits a television electrical plug, to prevent
the viewing of inappropriateprograms.Parents are also urged to avoid purchasing
violent video games. Furthermore, the study urges
parents to watch programs
with their children and discuss how the problemsthat
they viewed can be solved
with nonviolent measures.
These recommendations
are all sound ones, that allow for private households
to make decisions that are
tailor-made to their individual situations.
Unfortunately, the medical schoolhas followedthe
same silly, utopian path
that its undergraduate
counterpart takes all too
often. Instead of leaving it
up to the parents to decide the best interests
of their children, the report recommends a
more public approach. It explicitly tells
parents how to handle their children’s television viewing. Indeed, Tufts underscores
its own premise that parents should take
more of arole in monitoring their children’s
viewing. It merely wants the parent to act as
a watchman, while the public sector makes

I
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Please see “TV Guide,’’continued
on page 22.

The Shotgun Wedding
Ananda Gupta

a solid following in Massachusetts, once the
most liberal state in the Union. The Bay
State’s political leanings have shifted away
from Kennedy’s philosophy of government
expansionism. Mitt Romney toured the
state’s most depressed areas, branding them
“Kennedy Country” -forcing the senior sena-

Kennedy, as a senior member of the
Democratic Party, has been an
undeserving beneficiary of feminist
support.

school education, which
claimed that “American
schools shortchange girls.”
~~r~s~~na~offsommers,
in herrecent book “Who Stole
Feminism”, questioned the
integrity of the aforemen-

‘‘Shotgun,” continuedfrom
previous page.

“TV Guide,”continuedfrom

deaf ear on Chappaquiddick,happy with the
regulations and sexist gender equity laws
that Kennedy brings home.
Upon first glance, it would appear
that mere political convenience lies at the
heart of the feminist alliance with Senator
Kennedy. He can pass their legislation, and
they can help keep him in office. However,
the feminist position on his tenure is inexcusable. They claim to stand for the “equal
rights” of all women, yet their closest ally
on Capitol Hill is the man who let down the
sexual harassment poster-child and to this
day refuses to admit wrong-doing at
Chappaquiddick. While Senator Kennedy
is anything but a force for truth in the Senate, the people who have refused to pass
judgment on him because he is expedient to
their cause are truly liars.

decisions that clearly should be made in
private homes,
Thereportfinallyreveals itstrueagenda
in its final series of proposals. The medical
school urges parents to lobby for schools to
teach “critical television viewing skills”.
The pediatricians then proceed to call for
the organization of community-based “television turnoffs” to bring the issue to the
public’s attention. The silliness continues
as the report supports the institution of television sets in public locations. Under such
an arrangement, public televisions would
be set to stations that carry only nonviolent
programming. These are ludicrous proposals that weaken parents’ abilities to determine the nature of their children’s television viewing.
There simply is no reason for schoolsto
instructchildrenin television viewing, when
parents can easily accomplish that goal on a

2
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Mr.Cupta is a freshman majoring in
Philosophy.

“Turncoat,” continuedfrom page 19.
those who would otherwise compete for
private sector positions from doing so, subsequently leading to a decrease in productivity.
Perhaps Romney’s latent liberalism
should have been predicted. For instance, in
addition to his aforementioned “new” liberal stances, he has long openly endorsed
others. These include the Omnibus Crime
Bill and its ban on “assault” weapons (with
which less than one per cent of all violent
crimes are committed), 80,000 fewer new
police officers than originally promised by
the President, numerous socialworkers, and
a surplus of pork. The few legitimateprovisions were buried under ineffective liberal
programs such as midnight basketball. Instead of aligning with the Republican faction that refused to endorse such adeceptive
piece of legislation, Romney stated that he
would have voted in favor of the bill. In
retrospect, it remains unclear whetherRomney is a closet liberal or a conservative who
felt he had to sacrificehis principlesin order
to be elected. Either way, he left much to be
desired. If it is the former situation that is
true, then Romney should not have wasted

page 20.

more direct and informed level. Undoubtedly, the report maintains that the state can
be more effective in determining a suitable
TV viewing schedule for youngsters than
parents can. This view is ludicrous; only
parents can know the type of television
programming that is suitable for their children. Furthermore, it is clearly undesirable
to have the governmentinvolved to such an
extensive degree in private matters.
The Tufts Medical School seemingly
starts out on the right track by suggesting
that parents become more concerned in their
children’s television viewing. However, it
recommends that the state make decisions
that quite obviouslycan and should be made
by parents. As an institution of medical
research, the Tufts School of Medicine has
the responsibility of conducting legitimate,
meaningfulexperiments. Scientificresearch
should not be manipulated for the sake of a
political agenda. Shamefully, a respected
medical school has sacrificed science for
inane political posturing.

Mr.Seltzer is a junior majoring in Political
Science.

the Republican nomination. If it is the latter
that is true, then Romney would have been
no better suited to adhere to principles of
truth than is Kennedy, anyway. And like
Kennedy, he would likely have done whatever it would take to stay in office,
neccessarily.relegatingthe best interests of
his constituentsto secondary status.

ney, many agreed that the latter was the
lesserof two evils. However,L.Brent Bozell,
leader of the Conservative Victory Committee, captured Republican sentimentwell
when he angrily charged, “Romney has
more in common with liberal Democrats
than he does with conservatives. .It makes
no difference who wins this race.” The
differences between the candidates were
What’s the Difference?
not, in fact, clearly enough defined to get
Along with much of the rest of the voters to the polls in Romney’s support.
nation, the people of Massachussetts have And had some of Romney’s liberal viewvoiced their desire for a change in their points been widely understood earlier, congovernment; specifically,they want less of servativeJohn Lakian might have been nomiit.Theanti-Democratic,anti-incumbentsen- nated instead to challenge Kennedy. This
timent could not have been more timely. In fact made Romney’s eleventh-hour turna race that should have marked the downfall around at the debates especially disappointof Kennedy’s ancient reign, however, the ing to Republican primary voters. They had
Republican challenger simply beat himself. elected Romney as a representative who
Romney fought for the opportunity to pub- would approach issues in adifferent manner
licly debate the incumbent; presumably, it than that of the incumbent, and suddenly
would be to distinguish himself and offer found themselves facing a lose-lose situaalternativeapproaches. By failing to do so, tion.
he did not provide any reason for voters to
In light of his own stanceson the issues,
support his candidacy. Romney declined to Romney may as well have stayed home and
offer far-reachingalternativesto Kennedy’s voted for Kennedy.
radical agenda on issues such as affirmative
Ms.DiFonzo is afreshman majoring in
action, welfare for illegal aliens, and inPolitical Science.
creased minimum wage.
In choosingbetweenKennedyandRom-
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NOTABLE AND QUOTABLE
You know you’re in Kennedy Country when
you’re at the supermarket and you’re the only
one in the checkout line who isn’t paying with
food stamps.
-Howie Carr

I hate quotations.
-Ralph Waldo Emerson
Do not insult the mother alligator until after you
have crossed the river.
-Haitian Proverb

Ifyou want to look young and thin, hang around
old fat people.
-Jim Eason
Advertisements contain the only truths to be
relied on in a newspaper.
-Thomas Jefferson

Kennedy Country is where when you go into the
local courthouse, the interpreters are better
dressed than the lawyers.
-Howie Carr

How little you know about the age you live in if
you think honey is sweeter than cash in hand.
-0vid

Every generation laughs at the old fashions but
religiously follows the new.
-Henry David Thoreau

Studying literature at Harvard is like learning
about women at the Mayo Clinic.
-Roy Blount, Jr.

Ifthe ofice had been any smaller, it would have
been adultery.
-Florence King

Inever expected to see the day when girls would
get sunburned in the places they do today.
-Will Rogers

Man is the only animal that laughs and has a
state legislature.
-Samuel Butler

Ofall the wild beasts of land or sea, the wildest
is woman.
-Menunder

Sometimes too much to drink is barely enough.
-Mark Twain

Mr. Churchill, if you were my husband, I’d
poison your tea.
-unidentified woman to Winston
Churchill

It wasn’t raining when Noah built the ark.
-Howard Ruff

Be in general virtuous and you will be happy.
-Benjamin Franklin
There is nothing in the whole world so unbecoming to a woman as a nonconformist conscience.
-Oscar Wilde
There, Iguess King George will be able to read
that.
-John Hancock
Ifpeace cannot be maintained with honour, it is
no longer peace.
--Lord John Russell
A God all mercy, is a God unjust.
-Edward Young
When you have nothing to say, say nothing.
-Charles Caleb Colton
But nothing is more gladdening than to dwell in
the calm high places, firmly emabattled on the
heights by the teachings of the wise, whence you
can look down on others, and see them wandering hither and thither, going astray as they seek
the way of life.
-Lucretius
’

It is better to be quotable than to be honest.
-Tom Stoppard

Madam, if you were my wife, I’d drink it.
-Churchill in response
By all means, marry. Ifyou marry well, you’ll be
a happy man. Ifyou marry badly, you’ll become
a philosopher.
-Socrates
There is a thin line between genius and insanity.
I have erased this line.
-Oscar Levant
Psychiatrists are pstupid.
-Anonymous

It’s an honor to be able to ask questions. I’ve
been a fan for a long time, Mr. Denver.
-Then-Senator Gore during a hearing on explicit lyrics

Never mistake motion f o r action.
-Ernest Hemingway

I dig the cat. He’s spontaneous. A lot of times
he’ll blurt stuff out- I can relate to that.
-Sammy Hagar, on Ronald Reagan
Call no man happy till he dies, he is at best but
fortunate.
-Solon
There are only two ways of telling the complete
truth- anonymously and posthumously.
-Thomas Sowell
I’d rather be right than be President.
-Henry Clay
Patriotism is the last refuge of a scoundrel.
-Samuel Johnson

His absence is good company.
-Scottish saying

0 wretched fool!
That liv’st to make thine honesty a vice.
0 monstrous world! Take note, take note,
0 world!
To be direct and honest is not safe.
-Shakespeare

The trouble with living in sin is the shortage of
closet space.
-Missy Dizick

This poem will never reach its destination.
-Voltaire on Rousseau’s “Ode to
Posterity”

Never lend your car to anyone to whom you have
given birth.
-Erma Bombeck

The average person thinks he isn%
-Father Larry Lorenzoni
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